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Introduction
Today, DECIGO pathfinder (DPF) is planned to be launched in Japan. DPF has two missions; detecting gravitational waves and observing
Earth’s gravity field.
The observation of gravity field is expected to contribute significantly to society. For example, the time evolution of gravity anomaly tells us
how water flows underground, the ocean current transport, the amount of water resource on land, etc.
Two ways are considered to measure gravity field by DPF.
1. Satellite-Satellite Tracking

position of the satellite
measured by GPS
Perturbation from air drag, etc.,
measured by an accelerometer in DPF

2. Satellite Gravity
Gradiometry

Relative acceleration between
two masses measured by
a Fabry-Perot interferometer.
Gradients of the gravity
potential is measured using
the Newton equation.

The equipotential surface of
gravity field is calculated from the
orbit of the satellite.
We estimated with how much accuracy we can observe the structure of the gravity field by DPF.

Experiment 1

Experiment 2

Laser Sensors
Laser sensors (LSs) are used to observe the gravity field by
method 1. There are corner cubes on the mass, and LSs measure
the distance from the LSs to them which is maintained constant
by electrostatic actuators’ feedback control. Then, the proof mass
works as an accelerometer.
We observed the noise level of the LSs.
Spec:
Michelson Interferometer
Wavelength: 1550nm
Maximum output: 40mW
outi
35mm

130mm

FP interferometer as a gradiometer
The gravity field can be developed into the spherical harmonics.
Its coefficients represent the structure of the gravity field. We
estimated the noise appearing in the spherical harmonics
coefficients.
☆The Dynamic Simulations (time-wise approach)
The gravity field is considered as time series over the mission,
and the observations are regarded as functions of the
location, which also can be considered as time series. Then
the signal on the satellite and the coefficients are linearly
related. [1],[2]
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the
rack
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that
ref
seismic noise does not effect
Laser Sensor module
the noise spectrum of LS.

Result 1

Intensity noise
Shot noise
Frequency [Hz]

acceleration error
acceleration[m/s2/rHz]

Displacement[m/rHz]

Noise spectrum density of a LS

GRACE’s superSTAR
accelerometer

DPF(SST)
DPF(SGG)
CHAMP
GRACE
GOCE
altitude 500 km
500 km
350 km
350 km
250 km
noise 1 cm/rHz 3×10-14/s2/rHz 1 cm/rHz 3 μm/s/rHz 5×10-12/s2/rHz

DPF is expected
to have the best
sensitivity of all
previous gravity
field observation
satellites at
lower degree.

Degree RMS

DPF(LS)

CHAMP
GRACE

kaula

GOCE

DPF(FPI)
spherical harmonic degree

laser sensor
Frequency [Hz]

What limits the noise is unknown
LSs’ noise level is lower than GRACE’s accelerometer .
No negative effect on the determination accuracy of the
orbit by LSs.
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Result 2
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[1]Rummel et al. Spherical harmonic analysis of satellite geodiometry (1993)
[2]ESA Gravity Field and Steady-State Ocean Circulation Mission (1999)

Summary
The possibility of gravity field observation by DPF

1. SST
2. SGG
☆relatively easy to make it work ☆Highest sensitivity will
☆redundant (work with 1 mass)
be achieved
★lower sensitivity
★difficult to make it work

